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European Foundation recommendation

Authorities should embrace more ambitious ways of community 
building to include schemes

‘that go beyond the organisation of music, folkloristic and ‘that go beyond the organisation of music, folkloristic and 
culinary exchanges of experiences between minority groups’

European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
(2010) Intercultural Policies in European Cities



Research project

Aim:

To evaluate the effectiveness of community forums in helping to 
build understanding between new and settled residents

Focus of forum discussions:

How to improve life in their neighbourhood



Structure of talk

� the UK context 

project design  � project design  

� research findings



The UK context

� ongoing political debate on immigration, integration and citizenship

� concerns about threats to national identity, social unity and the 
challenges of accommodating ‘difference’ 

� origins of recent concerns - 2001 civil disturbances in some northern 
English cities 

� resulted in community cohesion projects designed to
� enhance trust, 

� develop shared values and 

� build positive relationships between people from different backgrounds

� renewed concern because of recent new streams of new migrants



Contact theory

� originates in the socio-psychology and conflict reconciliation literature 
cf. Allport 1954; Pettigrew and Tropp 2006; Hewstone et al. 2002; 
Ross 2000 

� key idea - under the right conditions, social contact can reduce � key idea - under the right conditions, social contact can reduce 
prejudice and encourage positive social interactions between 
strangers

� conditions: equal status between groups, structured settings, 
perception of common goals

� Myles Hewstone (2009), in a review of the experimental data, argues
that ‘contact works’ to reduce prejudice between groups



Contact theory and neighbourhood relations – a critique

� the outcome of social contact in multicultural neighbourhoods is 
uncertain 

� the results of bringing strangers together are unpredictable –� the results of bringing strangers together are unpredictable –
differences may be reinforced

� contact theory assumes that prejudice is rooted in ignorance, and 
that this can be overcome by contact

� real or perceived social inequalities often underpin poor relations 
between groups – bridge building projects alone are not likely to be 
sufficient



Reviewing the UK evidence at the neighbourhood scale

� lack of rigorous project evaluation, so it is

� difficult to identify good practice  difficult to identify good practice  

� hard to assess the impact of initiatives on interpersonal relations

� ‘circuit of knowledge’  - assumes good practice rather than evidence 

based



Aim: To bring together new migrants and settled residents in 3 
areas of new migration in Bradford to discuss local concerns, 
using community forums

Bradford case-study

Research team:

Bal Athwal, Malcolm Harrison (University of Leeds) 

Nadia Bashir, David Robinson (Sheffield Hallam)

Judith Atkinson (Incommunities, Bradford)



Women’s discussion forums





contact and communication

Forum evaluation – potential outcomes

learning about other groups

shared understanding and 

collaboration



Evaluation: an opportunity for communication and 
learning

� learning was a two way process, but settled groups learnt the most –
challenged their misconceptions about newcomers 

� the exchange of knowledge had the potential to shift perceptions of the 
other groups - some settled residents became less hostile towards other groups - some settled residents became less hostile towards 
newcomers  

� Knowledge gained

� some groups have parallel migration histories

� ‘other groups’ are generally friendly and want to mix

� fear and harassment underpins many community tensions

� depth of new migrants’ poverty and deprivation 



Evaluation: building shared understandings?

There was some convergence of understanding…

� some shared understanding of the nature of problems affecting the 
community and neighbourhood

� a growing appreciation of other people’s points of view, e.g.  

� settled groups expressed some empathy for the new arrivals’ difficult 
circumstances

� new migrants started to appreciate settled groups’ views on neighbourliness 

BUT……… there were limits to shared understanding. This exposed social 
divisions between groups and perceived inequalities in power and 
influence



Limits to shared understanding

� groups could agree on local problems, but not always on the 
causes and solutions

� culture of blaming ‘others’ for neighbourhood problems

� some new migrants lacked confidence to collaborate with 

settled groups



Conclusions

� community forums can 
� help promote contact, communication and learning about other groups 
� open up the possibility for recognising common interests around local issues

� mediated discussions that confront differences can
� increase empathetic understanding � increase empathetic understanding 
� bring a new appreciation of cultural differences  
� increase the potential for everyday civility and neighbourliness

BUT

� racism, discourses of ‘otherness’ and inequalities can undermine ‘bridge 
building’. Success depends on:

� continuity of contact and discussion
� building the confidence of new and settled residents to work together
� embedding forums into a wider partnership programme to manage the impact 

of new migration on the neighbourhood


